
Ocean Spray 

and Prehistoric Times

SWAN LAKE 
NARRATIVES

Oceanspray was known by local indigenous
cultures for its very strong and straight stems

which were traditionally used for arrows, spears
and digging sticks. I often enjoyed seeing my

students, with tired hands from cutting, peeling,
shaping and sanding their own digging sticks,

develop a greater awareness and appreciation
for the hard work and ingenuity First Peoples

had to apply in order to flourish in their
territories.

Hi Everyone, 
It is Oceanspray time at Swan

Lake. I love this shrub because
 I think I can actually picture the

white tipped waves rolling by
when I see the Oceanspray

blossoms blowing in the wind.
And it certainly has been

windy enough lately to see them
in action often down by the lake.

with Lenny

The delicate little flowers
were the favourites of the
bees and butterflies in our

native plant garden at
school.
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We would get a break from the hard work of
harvesting and building tools by posing with this
very famous beard and moustache plant. At least

that’s what we called it after a park interpreter
showed us this with the leaves from a 

 Salmonberry.

Another favourite plant of the students was the
Horsetail. When students learned these plants

have been around since the age of the dinosaurs
they were entranced. We would get down low

and look up at them to appreciate that millions of
years ago their forebears were as big as trees.

with Lenny

I think that it adds to their ancient
mystic that you usually find them
near primordial swamps and ooze

often accompanied by other ancient
plants like ferns.
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And these are called Sword Ferns because
the fronds have a sword like appearance. 
 You can imagine what children want to do
with a sword fern which is probably what

created so many broken ferns in the forest.

They are like a Dragonfly especially in that they have been
around for millions of years too, but they are smaller and

when they land their wings fold against their bodies while
Dragonflies hold their wings away from their bodies.

Damselflies are attracted to light surfaces like bark or the
weathered handrail of the boardwalk to sit and rest in the sun

These are Bracken Ferns that the kids
often called broken ferns.

Keeping in the theme of
prehistoric connections, have
you ever seen a Damselfly?.
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A park naturalist as Swan Lake
taught my class if they are very still

and calm, the Damselflies might
settle on your hand for a quick rest.
What a great way to settle a class!

The children loved doing this. They learned to be gentle
and caring of other living things and they got to

appreciate the beauty of nature up close. I think this
gorgeous creature is a Bluetail.

I couldn’t end my Swan Lake
walk without a check in with
the birds. These three caught
my attention but they turned

their backs on me so I couldn’t
figure out who they were.
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Then I got a better view and could
see it was a Brown-headed Cowbird.

Some folks don’t like these birds very
much because they are parasitic in that
they lay their eggs in other birds nests.

Their chicks are typically bigger than the
host nest eggs and hatch sooner meaning
their chicks get the food first and survive
better. The spread of this species, caused

by forest clearing, has resulted in a
decrease in the song  bird population.

That thought got me down, but
the beautiful flight of the Great

Blue Heron, squawking away like
a startled ancient Pterodactyl, 

lifted my spirits once again.

It was a great walk through time
at Swan Lake.

Take care,Lenny
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